Abstract

- LocalNomads creates awareness within the consumer food buying process through storytelling.

Capstone Experience

Since my team was only two people we split up most of the work fairly evenly. My partner did all the Android development. We originally intended for me to work on the companion iOS app and us to share the documentation, but due to time constraints, I took on most of the documentation and we put iOS on hold, so that my partner could focus on completing the Android app.

Design Process

We spent the first semester outline the requirements and design, and the second semester developing. When designing the backend we decided to use Firebase as our database host, because of the built in secure authentication methods. We switched development methods multiple times during the project due to time challenges brought on by our client switching us to a completely new project.

Key Challenges

The scope of the project changed quite a bit. This is the reason we switched development methods halfway through. Also, we decided to focus all of our programming effort on the Android development to make sure we had an app ready for testing. We also had to learn a lot of the programming aspects as we went, so we used many online resources to find answers to any problems we faced.